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Chris Herren Inspires The Northwest Catholic Community

Kimberly Spera

The members of the girls’ and boys’ basketball teams pose with
Chris Herren.
Durfee High School where he
scored 2,073 points and was
named to the McDonald’s
All-American team in 1994.
That same year he was also
named the Boston Globe and
Gatorade Player of the Year.
During his presentation at
Northwest Catholic, Herren

heroin and oxycodone. The
consequences of his drug use
started when he was kicked
off of the Boston College
basketball team and out of
the school because he failed
drug tests for marijuana and
cocaine use. Herren then went
on to play at Fresno State,

and for the Denver Nuggets,
the Boston Celtics, and other
teams in Europe. Despite his
successful career and growing
family he continued to spend
his money on painkillers,
like oxycodone, and heroin.
The $50,000 a month Herren
was earning in Italy playing
basketball was going towards
buying heroin off the streets.
Fourteen years later Chris
was driving in Fall River after
overdosing on heroin and hit
a telephone pole. The next
thing he knew he woke up
and the police officer said,
“Homeboy, you’ve been
dead for thirty seconds.”
Chris Herren knew he had to
change his ways and began
a life-changing and difficult
two years in rehab. After
leaving rehab he started
speaking to students across
the country about his struggle
with addiction and how bad
choices can hold you back.
Herren taught the Northwest
Catholic community that
drug addiction does not start
with heroin and cocaine use.
It starts with alcohol and
marijuana in middle and high
school. Students may not see

National Honor Society Induction

By Abby Gardner ‘15

Kimberly Spera

On the night of December
16th, 61 Northwest Catholic
students were inducted into
the Aquinas Chapter of the
National Honor Society.
Among the inductees
receiving this great honor
were 58 juniors and 3 seniors
coming from numerous

reviews the applications
of all academically eligible
students and decides if a
student is deserving of the
high honor the National
Honor Society entails. The
arduous standards to be
inducted into NHS, make
it one of the highest honors
that can be awarded to a high
school student. Mrs. Turley,

Congratulations to the new inductees!
towns. The students
were recognized for their
outstanding academic
achievement, commendable
display of character,
leadership in the classroom
and beyond and for their
service to their communities.
To be inducted into the
National Honor Society,
students must have a
minimum 3.5 gradepoint average and display
leadership, character,
and service. A selection
committee of five teachers

the National Honor Society
moderator and a member of
the math department stated,
“These students represent
the highest in academic
achievement and leadership.
They serve as role models for
the entire student body and
their communities.”
At the beautiful ceremony
held in the Rice Auditorium,
James Shugrue was the guest
speaker. Mr. Shugrue is a
math teacher at Northwest
Catholic and has taught in the
Archdiocese of Hartford for

45 years. He spoke about the
impending challenges in life
that will arise. Mr. Shugrue
told the inductees to try to be
prepared when life throws
you a curve ball. Relating to
that topic, the ability to adapt
and adjust throughout life is
imperative. Mr. Shugrue did
a wonderful job of tackling
the topic of growing up and
adapting to ever-changing
situations that lay ahead.
The current National
Honor Society officers spoke
about the four pillars of the
society: leadership, character,
scholarship and service.
President Molly McDonald
‘14 spoke about service and
her work as a CCD teacher to
first graders. She stated that
even though she holds the
position as the teacher, she
learns from the kids as though
she is the student. Service
is an extremely rewarding
aspect of life. Vice President,
Madison Mortillaro ’14
discussed leadership and how
she was elected as the captain
of the NWC Field Hockey
team. Madison spoke about
leading her team from an easy
win to a winning machine,
but most importantly
showing sportsmanship along
the way. Treasurer Grace
Deneen ’14 reviewed the
scholarship aspect of her life.
continued on page 4...

alcohol and marijuana as a
big deal but he showed how

who may need help.
When asked, “How did
Chris Herren
impact the students,
staff, and parents
of Northwest
Catholic?” Mr.
Eustis replied,
“Chris Herren
brought a true life’s
story of how drugs
and addiction can
shape our lives. His
powerful message
of ‘don’t do what
I did’ left a lasting
Chris Herren speaks at night to students, impression on
friends and family of Northwest Catholic. everyone here at
Northwest Catholic.
it can quickly take a hold of
I certainly hope that all of us
your life and lead you down a walked away with something
path of destruction.
to remember and hopefully
Herren presented twice
have some tools to help
to the Northwest Catholic
others that may be in need
community: during the
of support.” The Northwest
school day on December
Catholic community is
11th, then again that evening.
thankful to have heard Chris
Families of Northwest
Herren’s inspiring message
Catholic students, as well as
and learned lessons that
members of the public, were
can help lead to a successful
invited to Herren’s evening
and happy life. For further
presentation. He inspired
information on the Project
students, parents, and faculty
Purple initiative please visit
to examine their own actions
http://goprojectpurple.com.
and to reach out to others
Kimberly Spera

On December 11, 2013,
former NBA player Chris
Herren shared his inspiring
message with the Northwest
Catholic student body.
Herren grew up in Fall River,
Massachusetts and attended

spoke about how he and his
friends would drink alcohol
and smoke during high
school, and how this did not
seem like a big deal at the
time. Little did he know, these
decisions would lead him to
abuse harder drugs such as
cocaine in college and later,

Mock Trial Dominates

By Taryn Nguyen ‘16

teenage son, who was struck
at a rural crossing by a train.
The Northwest Catholic
The question of the case is
Mock Trial team is blowing
who is at fault for this tragic
the competition out of the
event. Is it the teenager Haley
water once again. This year’s
Gilmore for ignoring the train,
team is filled with promising
or is it the train driver who
members, each bringing a
failed to stop in time? That
unique quality to the table.
is the question that the mock
Ms. Keating-McKeon, the
trial team was determined
to answer. The
attorneys of Northwest
Catholic have spent
months perfecting
their arguments
for the December
competition. According
to Ms. Keating-McKeon,
each attorney has
meticulously analyzed
The Mock Trial team after a long day
the complicated
in court.
case facts and has
team’s coach, says, “There
drafted cross-examination
are so many long-term team
questions several times. Their
members who are now
arguments are so believable
seniors, which is both a sweet
that anyone could mistake
and sad reality—sweet that
them for actual attorneys. The
I am working with such
case materials are often filled
experienced trial participants
with lengthy information
but very sad that I will be
such as statutes and witness
saying goodbye to all five of
affidavits. While researching
them in June.” With the help
background information, the
of these experienced seniors,
trial participants of Northwest
the team has been rigorously
Catholic have become
preparing for future meets.
experts in professional fields,
For each trial, dedication
medically and scientifically.
and extensive research is
With this myriad of work,
poured into the case.For 2013, both the plaintiff and the
the case involves a mother
defendant’s team have proved
who has sued a railroad
to be a strong group
company for the death of her
continued on page 4...
Who took me?

By Caitlin Nicholas ‘15
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On Friday February 28th here at Northwest Catholic,
Deacon Arthur Miller gave a wonderful presentation in
honor of Black History Month. In his presentation, he talked
about the “value” of an individual, and that each and every
one of us has incredible value. This presentation reminded
us of someone we recently honored.
On February 14th 2014, Mr. Bobby Pace retired after 35
years of outstanding service and dedication to Northwest
Catholic High School.
Mr. Pace (a.k.a. Bobby) was the Head of our Custodial
Services here at NWC. At his retirement gathering, many
people spoke of his work here and how amazingly he kept
the building along with his crew of dedicated custodians.
Many others commented on how much pride he had in
maintaining the “shine” and cleanliness of the facility. All
present were in agreement: there is no doubt of the great
job that Bobby Pace did while here and for that we are truly
grateful.  
When it was my turn to speak and honor Mr. Pace (a.k.a.
Bobby), I spoke about what Bobby Pace meant to us and
our community as a man and as an educator. I spoke about
how much he taught our students, our staff, and our parents
respectively, about everything he learned over the years, and
the example of what it means to be someone so dedicated
and committed. Again, his dedication and commitment for

the job was clear to everyone, but where
Bobby Pace went way above and beyond
was in how he educated everyone around
him in the lessons of life and what it means
to have value and be valued.
He taught us about Performance
and Pride, about Acceptance and
Acknowledgement, about Conviction and
Character, and finally about Expectation
and Effort.
And so to honor Bobby Pace in his
absence, as a school we have adopted the
slogan “P.A.C.E. Yourselves” which will
hopefully remind not only our students,
but our staff and everyone connected to our
extended Northwest Catholic community to remember what
it means to “P.A.C.E. Yourselves” each and every day.
One of our strongest messages for our students is to
continually remind them to “Make Good Choices”, and
now we have added Bobby’s message as well. The poster
seen below is a preview of the one posted in our school. We
will continue to honor Bobby Pace and wish him well in his
retirement, but most importantly we thank him for his service
and for what he taught us over the years, in addition to what
he left behind.

In each issue, this space will be dedicated to a reflection of our identity
as a Catholic Christian community. It is named for St. Nicholas of
Myra, patron saint of students. This issue’s reflection comes from Pope
Francis. In his Encyclical Letter “Lumen Fidei,” or “Light Of Faith,”
His Holiness expressed the following:

What do you need to survive?
This may seem like an odd question, and I assume it is not
one that you consider on a day-to-day basis. As members of
the Northwest Catholic community, we are very fortunate
that this question is something we can merely ponder. For a
large part of the world, wondering if the bare necessities are
covered is a daily occurrence. More and more often, salaries
are not enough to cover basic commodities necessary for
everyday survival. Oftentimes, the term “making a living” is
used to describe work. But if your work does not supply you
with enough money, how are you supposed to live?
Here, we get the concept of a “living wage”. A living
wage is a wage that allows a person to satisfy all of their
basic needs. In “Economic Justice for All”, the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops outlined the basic necessities
that all humans deserve. Rights to food, clothing, shelter, rest,
medical care, and education were all included. Yet many of
these rights are infringed upon by inadequate wages.
Evidence of this is frighteningly abundant. A disturbing
study published by the State of Massachusetts showed that
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Nicholas’s Notes
Love is seen as an experience associated with the world
of fleeting emotions, no longer with truth. But is this an
adequate description of love? Love cannot be reduced to
an ephemeral emotion. True, it engages our affectivity, but
in order to open it to the beloved and thus to blaze a trail
leading away from self-centredness and towards another
person, in order to build a lasting relationship; love aims
at union with the beloved. Here we begin to see how love
requires truth. Only to the extent that love is grounded in
truth can it endure over time, can it transcend the passing
moment and be sufficiently solid to sustain a shared journey. If love is not tied to truth, it falls prey to fickle emotions and cannot stand the test of time. True love, on the
other hand, unifies all the elements of our person and becomes a new light pointing the way to a great and fulfilled
life. Without truth, love is incapable of establishing a firm
bond; it cannot liberate our isolated ego or redeem it from
the fleeting moment in order to create life and bear fruit.
*www.vatica.va

Caroline O’Neill ‘13

Letter from the Vice Principal

a quarter of Wal-Mart employees rely on programs such as
Medicaid for health insurance. According to Massachusetts
law, persons are eligible for Medicaid if their income registers
below 133% of the federal poverty level. If that isn’t bad
enough, in November of 2013, Wal-Mart employees held a
food drive for other Wal-Mart Employees.
Lynn Campbell, the Executive Director of the Office
for Catholic Social Justice Ministry of the Archdiocese of
Hartford, reflected on the Church’s stance on the issue. “The
Church speaks about a ‘family wage’ and a ‘just wage’. The
Catechism refers to ‘just wage’ as the legitimate fruit of
work,” she explains. The Catechism states, “Remuneration
for work should guarantee man the opportunity to provide
a dignified livelihood for himself and his family on the
material, social, cultural and spiritual level”. This further
emphasizes the fact that an adequate salary should not merely
help people survive, but also support a healthy lifestyle as
well.
Ms. Campbell suggests that raising the minimum wage
could be a possible solution to the problem. “The current
federal minimum wage hurts families. Raising the minimum
wage can lower poverty.”
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“Fools” Play Impresses All

By Jessica Eskander ‘16

Model UN Unites

his country and its position in
the United Nations. “He gave
an amazing history lesson on
the United Nations that really
helped me to understand the
purpose of the Security Council,” said Stites. Jack Carew
‘16, also part of the group
that visited the New Zealand
embassy, added that he found
the delegate to be interesting
and informative.
“We witnessed a huge
growth in membership
this year, especially with
underclassmen,” commented Adam Vancisin
‘15, who has been a part of
Model UN for the last three
years. David Kalamarides
‘15, who just joined this
year, said “I had a lot of fun
and I’m definitely doing
it next year.” Sarah Neubert ‘16 enjoyed the club
also, saying “My first year
of Model UN was a great
experience. It was interesting
to be exposed to real issues in
the world and to try to solve
them with other students my
age.” Molly Mullen ‘16 added
“I really enjoyed being a part
of Model UN because it gave
me a chance to try something
I had never done before. It
ended up being very fun and
educational. I would definitely recommend it as a club
to join for next year because
we had lots of fun!” The club
encourages those who wish to
become a part of Model UN
next year to speak with Mr.
Fitzpatrick.

Kimberly Spera

On Friday, December 6th
and Saturday, December 7th,
members of the Model UN
club participated in a studentrun model of a United Nations conference, hosted at
the University of Hartford.
They worked with student
representatives from across

countries’ embassies and meet
with their delegates to talk
about the subjects that would
be debated at the conference.
The trip to New York proved
to be an educational event
that the students benefitted
from greatly. Carly Walsh ‘15
said, “New York was such a
great experience because we
were able to take all that we

The Model UN crew.
Connecticut to create fictional
proposals based on problems
countries could encounter. In
preparation for the debates
and discussions on these two
days, Northwest Catholic’s
Model UN club members
researched different topics: the politics, economics,
environment, and humanitarian efforts of South Korea,
Thailand, and New Zealand.
The club also took a trip to
New York City on Thursday,
November 7th with moderators Mr. Fitzpatrick and Mr.
Ohlheiser to visit these three

had learned about different
aspects of government and
the different issues certain
countries face and apply it
to real-life scenarios. Being
in New York City and meeting with the officials of our
assigned group really helped
convince us that the research
that we had done in preparation was applicable to current events facing the given
country.” Haley Stites ‘16 was
one of the members of the
group that spoke with the
ambassador of New Zealand,
asking him questions about

as “whimsical and ironic.”
another for the past ten years.
The humor and irony in the
DeFranzo led the talented cast
show was not only present in
as Leon. He went to extreme
the writing, but in the set as
lengths such as having to
well. The Mortensen Theclimb up ladders and fall to
ater was transformed into a
the ground. He showed true
storybook village that helped
commitment to the character
show how the curse made an
of Leon. Playing his opposite
impact on every aspect of the
was Mary Buckley ’15, who
town including the buildings.
played the smart but naïve
The houses and stores were
Sophia. Fools also starred
made up of wrong titles of
Ryan DelMonaco ’14 as Count
famous novels, such as “War
Gregor, Charles Faselle ’15 as
and Peas” and “Withering
Snetsky, Ryan Sands ’15 as Dr.
Heights”. The proscenium
Zubritsky, Olivia Fenton ’15
was decorated with inaccuas Lenya Zubritsky, Matt Marrate math problems. The goal
shall ’15 as the Magistrate,
of the set design was to show
Jackie Collas ’16 as Yenchna,
that as a teacher Leon had the Avery Hatch ’16 as Mishkin,
option to close the chapter
and Anthony Lenczewski ’16
of Kulyechikov, but instead
as Slovitch.
proceeded to
stay because of
his affection for
Sophia.
The cast was
directed under English
teacher, Mrs.
Sara Avery, with
the set design
done by Rorie
Fitzsimmons.
The two have
collaborated on
Olivia Fenton ‘15 and Ryan Sands ‘15
shows with one
Art Rich Photography

yes in order to end the curse.
When Leon realizes the time
restrictions of the curse, he
grows hopeless and decides
to marry Sophia. He tricks the
village into thinking that he
is a Youskevitch as well. The
Magistrate presides over the
marriage to make sure that
there are no objections to the
union, and announces Leon
“Youskevitch”
and Sophia
man and wife.
The curse has
been broken,
and Kulyenchikov is
like any other
village once
again.
The play was
a hit, and
showcased the
humor that
The cast of “Fools” poses for a picture.
Neil Simon is
girl who just recently learned
known for in his work. Prime
to sit down. However, he is
examples of his sense of
unable to get past his impulse humor include the reason for
to marry Sophia. Leon is not
yellow being Sophia’s favorite
Sophia’s only suitor: Count
color (because of its lack of
Gregor Youskevitch proposes
stickiness), and milking the
to Sophia twice a day, once
cow upside down to get more
in the morning and once at
cream. Ryan DeFranzo’14
night, hoping that she will say described Simon’s humor

Mathletes Hold Their Own
By Caroline Banevicius ‘16

league occur on the second
Wednesday of each month.
The Northwest CathoAt each meet, there are five
lic math team, led by team
individual rounds. Each
captain Brendan Fahey ‘15
round has a total posand moderators Ms. Hart and sible score of six points. The
Mrs. Curran, has started off
rounds are ten minutes long.
their season strongly thanks
Each team member competes
to their talent, overall enjoyin three out of the five rounds
ment of math, and their team- so the total maximum points
work. “We have a good team
that can be achieved by a
this year. They work well
member is eighteen. This is
together at the practices and
called a perfect meet. Two
on the bus ride to each meet.
teams are taken to each meet,
It’s fun to see the student enan A team and a B team. This
is similar to varsity
(A) and junior varsity
(B) teams. After the
individual rounds
take place, the five
students that make up
the A team work collaboratively on a set of
five problems.
This year, the team’s
high scorer was Jason
Math Team members contemplate a
Huang ‘14. There are
problem.
many other students
joy math so much,” says Ms.
who have had outstanding
Hart.
seasons thus far including
If the math team performs
Ryan Sands ‘15. Ryan was
well enough at their meets,
the only person this year to
there is a state meet and then
have a perfect meet, scora New England meet that
ing eighteen points. Several
the team hopes to attend. At
other members of the math
the first meet of the year, the
team have contributed perfect
Northwest Catholic math
rounds. Along with Jason
team placed an impressive
Huang and Sands, Fahey,
fifth among their league of
Hyewon Shin ‘14, and Thienly
twenty-three schools. 		
Nguyen ‘14 did well this year.
Northwest’s math team is
Rachel Sullivan was the top
a member of the Capital Area
underclassman on the team.
Math League (CAML). This
The team looks forward to
is one of the five leagues in
their future meets and hopes
the states. The meets in this
to finish the season strong.
Thienly Nguyen ‘14

The Northwest Catholic
Dramateurs presented the
play Fools by Neil Simon on
December 6-8. The humorous
play was set in a remote village of Kulyenchikov, Ukraine
where the entire village was
cursed with stupidity and
lack of love for the past 200
years. The only way for the
curse to be broken is if a
teacher, Leon Tolchinsky, is
able to teach Sophia Zubritsky
or one of the Youskevitch descendents marries her. However, unbeknownst to Leon he
only has twenty-four hours to
break the curse or he, too, will
be stupid forever.
The show opened to Leon
Steponivitch Tolchinsky as he
made his way into town to
help teach Sophia Zubritsky,
the daughter of a Dr. Zubritsky. Leon is met by a slow
sheepherder who can’t seem
to remember his own first
name. The herder, Something
Something Snetsky, tells
Leon that despite his efforts
to try and teach Sophia, it
will be hopeless. After Leon
finally makes his way into
the village, he is greeted by

Yenchna the Vendor, Mishkin
the Mailperson, and Slovitch
the Butcher who help lead
him to the Zubritsky home.
When Leon finds the house
of Dr. Zubritsky and Lenya
Zubritsky, he instantly falls in
love with their daughter. Despite his initial impulses, he
tries to teach Sophia, the same

Art Rich Photography

By Abby Gardner ‘15
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Preparing for the Circus

Miss Kate Morran

Join the circus this spring
with the Northwest Catholic
Dramateurs as they present
Barnum. This musical outlines
the life of Phineas Taylor

Vaniah Delancy ‘16 practices
on the trapeze for the upcoming show.
Barnum, co-creator of “the
Greatest Show on Earth,” the
Ringling Brothers Barnum
and Bailey Circus. The show,
with music by Cy Coleman,
lyrics by Michael Stewart
and based on a book by Mark
Bramble, follows the events
of Barnum’s life from 18351880 as he travels around the
country with many famous
acts. The job of portraying
P.T. Barnum falls to senior
Ryan DeFranzo ‘14, who finds

NHS

By Rachael Ogbonna ‘16

Kimberly Spera

... continued from page 1
She stressed the importance
of keeping up grades and
being a well-rounded student.
Finally, Secretary Ryan
Delmonaco ’14 talked about
character. He related character
to a children’s book and how
the moral of the story was to
tell the truth. Truthfulness is
significant to one’s character.
Each officer did a great job
of explaining the importance
of one of the four main NHS
pillars and relating them to
their personal lives.
As the National Honor
Society mission declares, “the
purpose of this organization
shall be to create enthusiasm

Fiona Shea receives her NHS
certificate from Mr. Eustis at the
ceremony.
for scholarship, to stimulate
a desire to render service,
to promote leadership and
to develop character in
the students of secondary
schools.” Madison Mortillaro
remarked, “The new
inductees should be extremely
proud of themselves for
becoming a part of the NHS.
The ceremony did a great job
of recognizing all of their hard
work and effort.”

Community service is at the
heart of a Northwest Catholic
education, and all students
participate in multiple
community service activities
throughout their high school
careers. These actions of
service help students realize
how helping people can really
change lives for the better.
The sophomore class holds
the Turkey Drive every year
during the Thanksgiving
season. It’s a terrific way for
the class to give back to the
community. The drive is an
effort to ensure that families
in the community have a
Thanksgiving meal.
The Turkey Drive initially
started in 2002; that year,
the sophomore class made
about $325 to buy food for
the less fortunate. This year
the sophomore class raised
$6,700, the highest amount in
years. The sophomore class
moderator, Mrs. Murphy
commented, “It’s great seeing
how people are giving to
the less fortunate during the
busy holiday season.” The
school pledged to donate
sixty turkeys to the Catholic
Worker house in Hartford.
The remaining money was
donated to Food Share to
purchase turkeys. Food Share
bought over 20,000 turkeys
in total this Thanksgiving
season. The Northwest
Catholic community was
able to impact many lives

life story in colorful detail,
including some of the acts
that he made famous. These
include General Tom Thumb,
billed as the smallest man in
the world, played by Matt
Marshall’15, Joice Heth, the
supposed oldest woman in
the world (Emily Driscoll ’17),
and opera singer Jenny Lind,
“The Swedish Nightingale,”
portrayed by Jackie Collas
’16.
In an effort to bring
authenticity to the
production, the Dramateurs
are working with Matica Arts,
LLC, a circus-performance
training group based in
Connecticut, to learn various
disciplines, including stiltwalking, juggling, unicycle
and tight-rope. Additionally,
the New England Center
for Circus Arts has been
training students on aerial
apparatus. Vaniah Delancy
’16, who will be performing
on the trapeze, describes the
training as “a lot of fun, but
it takes a lot of concentration
and hard work.” Alli Coffey
’15 is training on aerial
ribbon, where one performs
acrobatics while hanging from
a special type of fabric.
Before each performance, the

Dramateurs will also host a
carnival in the Breen Center
lobby, with such fun activities
as face-painting, games, and
traditional snacks. With
all of the incredibly unique
performances promised in
this year’s show, Barnum
is sure to be an enjoyable
spectacle for all!
Barnum will be performed
Friday April 4th and Saturday
April 5th at 7:30 p.m., and
Sunday April 6th at 2:00 p.m.
For the first time this year,
reserved seating tickets will
be available online, by visiting
www.northwestcatholic.org/
barnum. General admission
tickets will be available
for pickup in the cafeteria
in the weeks prior to the
performance.

Miss Kate Morran

playing the role especially
meaningful, as Barnum
himself was a Connecticut
resident. He was born in
Bethel and spent much of his
life in Bridgeport. DeFranzo’s
great-grandmother even
treated victims of the famous
Hartford Circus Fire of 1944
in her front yard – a disaster
which banned the circus from
Hartford for many years.
“I’m obviously ecstatic, and
at the same time intimidated
by the role, because it is so
difficult,” says Ryan. He’s
right – the role has been
described in Broadway circles
as one of the most challenging
in all of musical theater.
The action of Barnum is
narrated by a mysterious
Ringmaster, played by
sophomore Matt Sottile ‘16,
who provides commentary
on the highs and lows of
Barnum’s pursuit of a colorful
existence. Contrasting P.T.
Barnum’s showmanship is the
stalwart, grounded character
of his beloved wife, Charity
Barnum (Olivia Fenton ’15)
who does not always agree
with Barnum’s schemes and
dreams. Using the framework
of the famous three-ring
circus, Barnum presents his

Alli Coffey ‘16 hangs out during rehersal.

A Season of Service

in a positive way with their
simple acts of giving this
holiday season.
The families who received
turkeys were not the only
ones affected by these acts of
kindness, however. Theresa
Dao, the sophomore class
vice-president felt that, “It

Kimberly Spera

By Matt Sottile ‘16

Mr. Dodd wears his turkeys
earned from the drive.
was amazing to be a part
of this act of service. It
was great to give to people
who can’t afford their own
Thanksgiving meal; it makes
me feel like I can help others
in other great ways. I think
that Thanksgiving is a holiday
that everyone may take for
granted. The turkey drive
reminds us that there are
families out there who can’t
afford a Thanksgiving dinner,
so it’s important to reach out

and help others.”
The Saint Vincent de Paul
Club also helped this
sophomore class service
project. They contributed food
items to the Catholic Worker
House and St. Joseph’s
Residence in Enfield, which is
run by the Little Sisters of the
Poor. For the Catholic Worker
House, the school collected
various items such as bags of
potatoes, fresh sweet potatoes,
stuffing mix, cranberry sauce,
bunches of celery, bags of
carrots, Bisquick baking mix,
gravy mix, and dessert mix.
For the Little Sisters of the
Poor, the school collected tuna
fish, baked beans, peanut
butter, canned fruit, and
cranberry sauce.
The Annual Toy Drive is
another service project,
run by the freshman class
officers during the Christmas
season. The freshman class
collected many toys for
children who otherwise may
not have received any gifts.
The students were glad to
have had an opportunity to
spread the Christmas spirit.
Northwest Catholic was able
to collect hundreds of toys
and send them to the Catholic
Worker House. Jack Dudley,
the freshman class president,
stated that his favorite part of
the toy drive was, “helping
people and doing good for
society.” Josh Vallera, the
class treasurer, was especially
touched to be able to donate
toys to the Catholic Worker

Mock Trial

... continued from page 1
Their hard-work ethic paid
off when they arrived at the
New Britain Courthouse on
December 2nd and December
9th. The two teams argued
their way into the quarterfinals.
The Northwest Catholic
lawyers considers every
school they compete with
worthy opponents. Over
the last few years, NWC has
argued against several teams
from both public and private
schools in Connecticut. “Our
team has prevailed quite
capably against such diverse
teams,” Ms. Keating-McKeon
confidently said. For the
next few weeks, the Mock
Trial team prepared for their
next round in the 2013-2014
competition. On January 27th,
the Northwest Catholic Mock
Trial team competed against
West Haven in the intense
quarterfinals. According
to Ms. Keating-McKeon,
the judge was extremely
complimentary. Although
the trial went smoothly,
Northwest Catholic did not
win against the West Haven
team. Congratulations to the
team on their season!

house. “The Christmas Toy
Drive for NWC without
a doubt surpassed the
Freshman Class Officers’
goals and my personal goals.
The abundance of toys we
received each day both filled
the room in which we worked
and the hearts of the children

Kimberly Spera
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Elizabeth LeBlanc ‘17
carries toys to the van.
who had a joyful Christmas
because of your help!“ Vallera
commented.
These acts of service impacted
a large group of people, and
improved everyone’s holiday
season. Thank you to the
freshman and sophomore
classes, and the Saint Vincent
de Paul Club for coordinating
such successful holiday
service drives.
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Inside Out: Dr. Luddy, Chris Mangine, Tracy Yang, Alanna Bumbray
Chris Mangine: I am an Eagle
Scout
Dr. Richard Luddy: That I
enjoy learning about English
and French and Latin and
History and Music (and other
things) as much as Science
and Math.
Tracy Yang: I can dance very
well.
Alanna Bumbray: I love
country music
and I love to go
camping.

RL: Be nice; have fun.
TY: Follow your heart
AB: Prepare to fail if you fail
to prepare.
What three things could you
not live without?
CM: Friends, Family and my
Northwest Catholic ID
RL: Sugar, sugar, and sugar
TY: Friends, Dance, Music
AB: My phone, my fuzzy

CM: Tell my parents I could
pay my college tuition
RL: Nothing different
TY: I would donate all of it to
charity in order to build better
facilities for those villages
stuck in the mountains in
China.
AB: Dontate half to the breast
cancer charities.
What annoys you the most?
CM: When people have no
idea what they are talking
about, but go on like they
are an expert
RL: Inconsiderate people
TY: Someone who is easy
to get mad and complain
about other people. Who
always thinks others are
wrong
AB: When people are not
who they say they are.

If you could
be anyone else
at Northwest
for a day, who
would you be,
and why?

CM: “ Life moves pretty fast.
If you don’t stop and look
around once in a while, you
could miss it.” –Ferris Bueller

CM: Come and Get It by
Selena Gomez
RL: In My Room
TY: Waiting Outside the
Line
AB:Beautiful by Christina
Aguilera.
What would your first
action as President of the
United States be?

CM: To work with Congress
to reduce the deficit
RL: Listen, but not to my reelection committee
TL: Establish good relationship with China
AB: Make everyone learn how
to do the wobble.
What movie could you watch
over and over again, and
why?
CM: The Goonies because I
never got to find a treasure
map, fight off bad guys, and
find a pirate’s treasure as a
kid and I really wish I had
gotten that opportunity.
RL: The Time Machine
TY: Spirited Away
by Hayao
Miyazaki.
It’s such a
beautiful tale
and encourages me to be
strong.
AB: The
Breakfast
Club

Miss Kate Morran

What words of wisdom do
you live by?

What would be your personal theme song?

Miss Kate Morran

CM: Mr.
Swanson
because he has
a TV character
named after
him and knows
everything and
everything
about Greek
and roman
mythology.
RL: I admire the
students and
faculty at NWC,
but it’s too
Alanna Bumbray and Dr. Luddy
scary to imagine being in any
of their shoes.
blanket, and my Groovy Girls
TY: Mr. Selig because I can
pillow.
choose the future international students. I will try to accept Who or what always make
more international students
you laugh?
other than Chinese.
AB: Mr. Eustis because I want CM: Jimmy Fallon, Jimmy
to see what lies ahead for
Kimmel, and Maddie Johnson
NWC in the near future.
‘14
RL: Mr. Fletcher
If you were stranded on a
TY: My best friend
desert island, who would
AB: Ryan DelMonaco ‘14
you want to be stranded
when he tries to rap.
with, and why?
What would be the first thing
CM: The President so I could
you would do if you won 10
have his ear while I critique
million dollars?
some of his policies. Then
I know I would be off the
island fairly soon since the US
would be doing everything in
its power to get the president
off the island.
RL: My wife; we work well
together and would enjoy the
vacation.
TY: My best friends, because
when I am with them, I’m not
afraid of death.
AB: My sister, because no
matter where we are we can
make the most fun out of a
boring situation.

Tracy Yang

If the whole
world were
listening,
what would
you say?
CM: Hello all
you people,
hey all you
people listen

to me (hopefully after stalling
I could think of something
more eloquent to say)
RL: Be nice; be patient; listen
to the “other side”.
TY: Forgiveness is so important in our life. Let’s all
forgive those people we dislike or hate at some point of
our life.
AB: Get it together people!
If you could ask God any one
question, what would it be?
CM: Is there enough?
RL: What should I do?
TY: Why people fight with
each other
AB: Why did you make the
Earth a sphere?
If you could have only one
food for the rest of your
life (assuming that this
strange situation would not
affect your health), which
food would you
choose?

better than others. Also, she
contributes her whole life to
her dancing.
AB: My mom because I don’t
know where I would be without her.
If you could live anywhere
in the world, where would
you live?
CM: Bora, Bora
RL: West Hartford
TY: Tokyo or London
AB: The Bahamas
If you could manage any professional sports team, what
team would you choose?
CM: The New York Yankees
RL: Manage? Too many
responsibilities! I prefer to
watch.
TY: Badminton
AB: The New York Giants

CM: A Moe’s burrito
RL: Cookies
TY: Noodles
AB: Barbeque
Wings
If you could hear
what someone is
thinking for a day,
who would you
choose, and why?
CM: My sister’s cat
because that thing
just stares at you
all day and it is
pretty intimidating
RL: No one. They
can tell me what
they want me to
know.
TY: The President. I really
want to know how does he
figure out those complicated
political problems.
What is your greatest ambition in life?
CM: To become founder,
CEO, and owner of Mangine
Industry. I have no idea what
we are going to do but it will
be big.
RL: To move toward patience
TY: Reach a state that never
carex about gaining or losing.
AB: To see all Seven Wonders
of the World
Who is your hero, and why?
CM: Anyone serving or who
has served our country in the
military. I admire their patriotism and courage and will
always be indebted to them
RL: My family; they have put
up with my peculiarities
TY: Liping Yang, a Chinese
dancer. She has a great connection with nature. It means
she can understand nature

Miss Kate Morran

What would people be surprised to learn about you?

Chris Mangine
What would be the title of
your autobiography?
CM: MANGINE: A Man Who
Knows He Belongs
RL: That Was Fun!
TY: This is My Choice
AB: Black and Beautiful
What magazine do you always look forward to getting
in the mail?
CM: Time
RL: Popular Science
TY: Eh… I never read magazines.
AB: Ebony Magazine
What random fact are you
most proud to know?
CM: My great-grandfather’s
name was Vito Mangino until
he changed it to Victor Mangine to Americanize it.
RL: I forgot
TY: I have danced for the previous Chinese Chairman Hu.
AB: Mona Lisa had no eyebrows.
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Mrs. Avery- Passages November 2003
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Mr. Cusson- Passages BLANK BLANK

“I would tell myself to slow
down and appreciate my
independence more.”

If you could go back,
what advice would you
give yourself?

Mrs. Doucette- Passages November 2003

“If you are not careful, you
might end up as department
head!”

Mr. Dodd- Passages BLANK bLANK
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Mr. Carlson- Passages November 2003
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Mr. Laffin- Passages November 1997

“My favorite memory at NWC
is definitely winning the 2010
Baseball state championship.”

What is your favorite
memory at
Northwest Catholic?

Mr. Fitz- Passages April 2001

“All of the wonderful experiences I have had on the eleven
history trips that I have been a
part of.”

Mrs. Williamson- Passages November
1996

“Breaking ground for the atrium - just because it was such a
statement about NWC moving
beyond the first 5o years.”
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Christmas Concert Spreads Holiday Spirit

By Caroline Gill ‘16

The members of the
Northwest Catholic Choral
Choirs and band members
ended the year with an
outstanding performance
with their Christmas Concert,
which was originally
performed on Thursday
night, December 12, 2013.
The Choral Choirs welcomed
Mr. Garrido, who is the new
long term sub for Mr. Avery.
The Chamber Choir, Jazz
Choir, Concert Choir, and
Women’s Choir each sung
different Christmas tunes for
the NWC students and staff
on December 20, 2013, the
day before Christmas break.
Some holiday songs sung by
the Chamber Choir were “The
First Noel” and “Hush my
Babe”. In addition, the Jazz
Choir sang “Home for the
Holidays”. Songs performed
by the Women’s Choir were
“People get Ready” and
“Christmas Medley”. All of
the choirs sang “Jingle Bell
Rock” to end the Christmas
Concert.
The bands that played
were the Jazz Ensemble, the
Big Band, the Concert Band,

and the Wind Ensemble, all
directed by Mr. Luddy. The
Wind Ensemble played “The
Bells of Christmas”, during
which Deacon Sutherland
narrated a poem. This was
followed by the Big Band
playing the classic song “Let
it Snow, Let it Snow, Let it
Snow”. Another holiday song
performed by the student
musicians in the Concert
Band was “You’re a Mean
One, Mr. Grinch”. Soloists
included Justin Drisdelle ’15
on the trumpet, Kevin Kearns
’16 on the piano, Cameron
Young ‘15 on the trumpet,
Sean McDonough ’14 on
bass, Ryan Sands ’15 on the
drums, and Kate Jessen ’17 on
clarinet. Preparation for this
concert began in September,
at the beginning of the school
year. “I believe that everyone
gave their best and it was a
great result. Every group’s
hard work really paid off in
the end!” Kevin Kearns ’16
said. Similarly, Mr. Luddy
expressed his satisfaction with
the performance. “I was very
pleased with how the concert
went,” he said, continuing
“I’m looking forward to the
spring concert already!”

1

3

Trumpet Player Rises to the Top

The philosopher Plato
once said, “Music gives a
soul to the universe, wings
to the mind, flight to the
imagination and life to
everything.” This holds
especially true for Northwest
Catholic’s own eleventh
grader and trumpet player
Justin Drisdelle ‘15.
Justin began his musical
career at the age of five,
playing piano. Though he
continues to take lessons for
piano, Justin began to play
trumpet in fourth grade after
having been inspired by a
trumpet player at his school
whom he heard play in
concert. As Justin grew older,
his love for the trumpet and
the music he was playing
grew with him, and he never
once considered putting
his instrument down. His
hard work and dedication
earned him spots in both
the Northwest Catholic
Honors Wind Ensemble and
the Northwest Catholic Big
Band as a freshman. Then,
in his sophomore year,
Justin joined the Jazz Combo
as well. Not only does he
hold impressive positions
in Northwest Catholic
musical groups, but he also
participates in an incredible
amount of musical programs
outside of school, including
Greater Hartford Youth
Wind Ensemble (a wind
ensemble at the University

of Hartford), the Connecticut
Youth Symphony (another
more advanced group at the
University of Hartford), and a
Brass Quintet. Not only that,
but Justin also auditioned
into another group at
UHart entitled “Performers’

Certificate program,” which
meets for two hours each
Monday to discuss such
topics as music theory and
history. He has also been
taking private lessons at the
University of Hartford for the
past four years.
Justin was part of
regional and All State bands
amongst Catholic schools
in Connecticut starting in

2
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1. Adam Vancisin ‘15 and Sean McDonough ‘14. 2.The members of the Womens’
Choir preform at the night preformance. 3. Members of the Concert Choir. 4. Ian
D’Arcangelo ‘16. 5. Jonathan Granata ‘16.
*All photo credit goes to Art Rich Photography

grade five. Then, in his
freshman year at Northwest
Catholic, Justin auditioned
into the high school regional
concert band. Last year he
moved forward, making first
chair in the concert band
for the northern region of
the state. He then
made it into the
esteemed CT AllState Orchestra,
which accepts
the top three
trumpet players
who audition for
All State. Justin
auditioned for
nationals later
that year, and
over the summer
was accepted into
their concert band,
where he played
second chair for
second part, placing
seventh overall
out of twenty. He
auditioned for
regionals again this
year, placing into
both the concert
band and the jazz
band. He chose to play in
the jazz band. He hopes
to audition for All State
for both concert and jazz
bands, and later, nationals as
well. Justin’s music teacher
at NWC, Mr. Dan Luddy
remarked, “Justin is a very
skilled player, and continues
to improve. It comes as no
surprise that he was accepted
into this prestigious national
Kimberly Spera

By Avery Hatch ‘16
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group, and he used the
experience as an opportunity
to further progress.”
Justin’s seat in the national
concert band brought him
to Nashville, a trip he said
was “unlike any other trip
I have ever taken or any
other music activity I have
participated in,” and that he,
“had such a blast playing
with such talented players
who were from across
the nation! The music we
played was fantastic, as
well. Everything was perfect
there. The conductor was
incredible, too.” Justin feels
as if the trip really helped his
love of playing increase and
that the long but wonderful
hours also helped him see
what it could be like playing
trumpet professionally, a
career path Justin wishes to
pursue. He is looking into
attending a music school for
a Bachelor’s Degree and most
likely a Master’s Degree in
performance and perhaps
later, education. Justin hopes
to continue playing trumpet
for the rest of his life because
of the incredible impact
music has in his life. He finds
playing music to be one of
the greatest feelings and a
great stress reliever, and that
listening to music helps him
focus and keep going. In the
end, Justin says, “You could
say that music is a part of me
and I would not be able to
live without it!”

Dance Show
By Molly Mullen ‘16

On December 19th and
20th, the Northwest Catholic
community enjoyed the dance
recital. The dance students,
along with their teacher Ms.
Smith, have been working all
year towards this show and
were very excited to finally
get to show off the numerous dance numbers they had
prepared. 		
The recital showcased many
different styles of dance,
including tap and ballet. The
dancers in each number had
a specific costume that added
depth and character to their
piece. Many of the dance
numbers featured dancer
Ricky Sullivan ‘16. Sullivan
is the only male dancer in
the group, and many of the
dances utilize this to tell a
story. Many other dancers
have stood out this year, including captains Kelly Geelan
’14 and Alison Coffey ’15, and
other team members Mary
Papandrea ‘16 and Vaniah
Delancy ‘16. These students
have been strong and dependable parts of the group. Coffey
said, “The performances were
very exciting, and all of the
dancers performed exceptionally. This is the biggest group
of dancers we have had in
over four years and it was
great to see everything come
together perfectly in the end.
We are all very grateful for
everyone who came to watch
the shows.”
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Twin day isn’t just for students! Mr. Canny and Mr.
Williamson sport matching sweater vests.

Mr. Pace holds up his farewell jersey.

Kimberly Spera

Art Rich Photography

Alli Coffey ‘15 leaps across the stage
during the Winter Dance Show.

Kimberly Spera

Art Rich Photography

Kimberly Spera

Holiday and School Spirit Galore!

The art gallery displays show off the students’ artistic talent.

Kimberly Speria

Art Rich Photography

The Senior class gets excited during the winter pep rally.

The performers in the Dance Show take their final bows.

Matt Sottile ‘16 takes the Project Purple pledge.

Ricky Sullivan ‘16 and Michael Story ‘14 engage in
battle for the winter dance show.

Kimberly Spera

Art Rich Photography

Kimberly Spera

The Northwest Catholic community shows their support for Project Purple.

Adam Mendoza ‘15 and Patrick Conway ‘15 display
matching outfits for Spirit Week.
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The Notable Life of Nelson Mendela
It’s 1960 in Johannesburg,
South Africa, and the racial
inequality between the native
race and the government has
reached a breaking point.
On the side of social justice
and equality is the world
renowned Nelson Mandela
and his group of African
Nationalists, the ANC. Their
opponent lies in the South
African Indian Congress,
the government power often
referred to as the “white
domination.”
On March 21st, 1960, the
South African militia opened
fire on a crowd of unarmed
protestors with automatic
weapons, killing 69 people. In
response to this malevolent
act, Mandela and the ANC
planned the bombing of a
government building, which
landed him and his associates
in prison for the better part of
their lives.
The incarceration of Nelson
Mandela caused an uprising
in the black community of
South Africa. This brought
the stern racial conflict to an
all-out race war that impacted

people all over the world.
On the day of their trial,
Mandela and several other
ANC members were told by
their lawyer that they would
probably receive the death
penalty, and after hearing
this Mandela returned to
the courtroom, turned to the
judge, and said “I
have fought against
white domination. I
have cherished the
ideal of a democratic
and free society in
which all persons live
together in harmony
and with equal
opportunities. It is an
ideal which I hope to achieve,
but if need be, it is an ideal
for which I am prepared to
die.” The Rivonia trial was
a major turning point in the
racial conflict of South Africa.
Charged with sabotage, the
group was spared from death
because the judge didn’t want
them to be martyrs for their
cause; they were sentenced to
life in prison.
Prior to his life in prison,
Mandela felt that the only
foreseeable solution to the
race issue was to complete

acts of reciprocating violence.
His time in prison was about
being tested and trained
so that his rebellious and
aggressive behaviors would
subdue. Instead of becoming
old and weak, he became
old and wise, preparing how
he would attack the issue in

www.forbes.com

By Conor Devlin ‘14

case he was ever released.
An international campaign
lobbied for his release, and he
was released in 1990. Prison
helped Mandela realize that
rather than fighting with fists,
a much more effective way of
going about things is fighting
with words and ideas. The
most important thing that
Mandela took away from his
time in prison is that violence
will get you nothing in
society; only through respect
and peace can you achieve
your desires.

The recently released
movie “Mandela” paints a
vivid picture of Mandela’s
life and the struggles he went
through both before and
after his time in prison. As
time progressed in prison
he became wiser, despite the
fact that he had no contact
with the outside world. He
transitioned from violent
and rebellious to peaceseeking and intelligent.
His transformation closely
parallels that of society, from
prejudiced and violent to
open-minded and peaceful.
Unfortunately, like society,
Mandela was changed
through acts of pain, hate,
and violence. He was forced
to endure all the pains of
loss, separation, and racial
discrimination, all from
behind the walls of a prison.
Once he was released in
1992, he devoted the few
remaining years of his life to
his presidency and to creating
a permanent home for peace
in Africa.
Today, people around the
world are still subject to the
social injustices that Mandela
fought to prevent such as

racism, poverty, and violence.
We can help to prevent social
injustice by starting with our
everyday interactions: we
must change our outlooks.
The road to peace begins with
change in the minds of violent
people. This is evident in the
life of Mandela, who changed
from a violent, rebellious man
to a warrior of peace.
We can all learn something
in one way or another from
this warrior of peace. At the
end of his life, Mandela left
behind an important message:
each person should have the
inalienable right to pursue
whatever they desire, and
the pursuit of their dream
must be peaceful, not violent.
Although not everyone can be
so influential in a country, just
one average person devoting
themself to promoting
kindness in the world will
bring the world one step
closer to peace.
During Mandela’s
incarceration, his wife
established a foundation
to further his ideals of
social justice. Information
can be found at www.
neslonmandela.org.

Quiz: Find Your Personality Type
Instructions: In each box chose the words that best describe your personality. Double the number of words you
chose and record that number. The animal that has the highest recorded number is your personality type.
Lion

Beaver

Likes authority Takes charge Enjoys instruc- Accurate
Confident
Determined
tions
Controlled
Firm
Enterprising Consistent
Predictable
Enjoys chalCompetitive Reserved
Orderly
lenges
Productive
Practical
Conscientious
Problem solver Purposeful
Factual
Discerning
Bold
Adventurous Perfectionistic Analytical
Goal driven
Independent Detailed
Precise
Strong willed
Controlling
Inquisitive
Scheduled
Self reliant
Action oriPersistent
Deliberate
Persistent
ented
Sensitive
Lion- This personality likes to
Beaver- Organized. Beavers
lead. The lion is good at makthink that there is a right way
ing decisions and is very goal- to do everything and they want
oriented. They enjoy challenges, to do it exact that way. Beaver
difficult assignments, and oppor- personalities are very creative.
tunity for advancement. Because They desire to solve everything.
lions are thinking of the goal,
Desire to take their time and do
they can step on people to reach it right. Beavers do not like sudit. Lions can be very aggressive den changes. They need reassurand competitive. Lions must
ance.
learn not to be too bossy or to
Biblical Example: Moses Case
take charge in other’s affairs.
Study: Exodus 3-4
Biblical Example: Paul Case
Strength: High standards, order,
Study: Acts 9:3-19
respect Weakness: Unrealistic
Strength: Goal-oriented, strong, expectations of self & others, too
direct
perfect.
Weakness: Argumentative, too Limitation: Seeing the optimistic
dictatorial
side of things, expressing flexLimitation: Doesn’t understand ibility
that directness can hurt others,
hard time expressing grace

Otter
Enthusiastic
Visionary
Energetic
Promoter
Mixes easily
Fun-loving
Spontaneous
Creative-new
ideas
Optimistic
Infectious

Golden Retriever

laughter
Takes Risks
Motivator
Very verbal
Friendly
Enjoys popularity
Likes variety
Enjoys change
Group oriented

Sensitive feelings Good listener
Calm
Loyal
Non-demanding Even keeled
Avoids confronGives in
tations
Indecisive
Enjoys routine
Dislikes change
Warm and relaDry humor
tional
Sympathetic
Adaptable
Nurturing
Thoughtful
Tolerant
Patient
Peace maker
Golden Retriever- Good at mak- Otter- Otters are very social creature.
ing friends. Very loyal. Retriev- Otter personalities love people. They
er personalities do not like big enjoys being popular and influencchanges. They look for security. ing and motivating others. Otter can
Can be very sensitive. Very car- sometimes be hurt when people do
ing. Has deep relationships, but not like them. Otter personalities
usually have lots of friends, but not
usually only a couple of close
friends. Wants to be loved by ev-deep relationships. They love to gooferyone. Looks for appreciation. off. (They are notorious for messy
Works best in a limited situation rooms.) Otters like to hurry and
finish jobs. (Jobs are not often done
with a steady work pattern.
Biblical Example: Abraham Case well.) The otter personality is like
Tigger in Winnie The Pooh.
Study: Genesis 12-22
Strength: Accommodating, calm, Biblical Example: Peter Case Study:
John 21:1-22
affirming
Weakness: Indecisive, indifferent,Strength: People person, open, posiunable to express emotional, too tive
Weakness: Talks too much, too persoft on other people
Limitation: Seeing the need to be missive
more assertive, holding others Limitation: Remembering past commitments
accountable

http://www.new-life.net/growth/other-articles/personality-inventory/ and http://www.new-life.net/growth/other-articles/personality-types/
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Mirabello Nationally Recognized
One. He came in second
with 119,038 votes, but
this was actually the third
highest amount of votes
in the country, so Coach
Mirabello made it into the
final round of voting in a wild
card slot. In the third round
he competed against eight
other coaches who won their
regions and one other wild
card. Unfortunately he did
not win, but came in seventh
place making NWC extremely
proud. The entire contest
totaled over six million votes,
with the winner coming from
Oklahoma.
Known around school as
a great teacher and humble
role model to both faculty and
students alike, Mr. Mirabello
credits being influenced
by his own high school
basketball coach, Joe Reilly.
Reilly coached Mirabello at
South Catholic High School.
Following high school,
Coach Mirabello continued
his basketball career and
education at Quinnipiac
University.
Mirabello is currently a
part of the Social Studies
department here at Northwest
Catholic. He teaches Social

Kimberly Spera

The Northwest Catholic
Boys’ Basketball coach,
Mr. John Mirabello, was
nominated by USA Today

Mr. Mirabello speaks during
a pep rally.
as one of the best basketball
coaches in Connecticut. He
was nominated to participate
in a nationwide contest that
included 306 coaches and
three rounds of voting. The
first round he competed
alongside five of the most
highly decorated coaches
in Connecticut. Mirabello
won the state round with
55% of the total votes. He
then moved on to the second
round, competing against
six other coaches in Region

Boys’ Basketball

By Logan Wolf ‘15

Kimberly Spera

The Northwest Catholic
boy’s basketball team has
started out their difficult
schedule with some tough
games. With a record of 5
wins and 9 losses, the team
is looking to bounce through
the rest of their 20 game
schedule. They have already
played 6 teams from one of

Evan Ferrell ‘14 dribbles the ball
up the court.
the toughest conferences
in Connecticut, the CCC
West. Their wins come from
in conference play, against
Southington, Newington, and
the others against cross-town
rivals Conard and Hall.
The team works with the
offensive skills of senior
captains Evan Farrell ‘14,
Louis Lawson ‘14, and Kenny
Cox ’14. Defensively sound,
the team is led by big men
Owen Tyler ’15 and Elijah
Riley ’15. Although they have
been in some high scoring

shootouts, the defense has
proven strong, holding two
of their opponents to under
50 points and another where
they only gave up 51. Off
the bench, the team receives
great contributions from both
Christian Thomas ’15 and
Connor Daly ’16.
The team has faced many
close games over the course
of the season so far, including
one against Farmington. The
team lost the heartbreaker by
a score of 74-75. Cox led the
offense draining in 33 points.
One of his shots included
a three pointer from three
quarters length of the court
to end the third quarter.
Owen Tyler and Christian
Thomas’15, who helped stop
the Farmington attack, led
the team defensively.
One of the top games this
season included their win
against Conard. The team
won 57-47. Dominating the
offense was Cox who had 19
points followed by Farrell
who had 17 points. Helping
the Indians secure their win
were Delano Robinson’15,
Tyler, and Daly who all
contributed up front and
helped stop Conard.
With such a tough schedule
to finish the season the team
practiced nonstop. This was
shown through the immense
effort led by the coaching staff
and captains as they gained
momentum and finished the
season strong.

Psychology and Health
classes. As the coach for
the boys’ basketball team,
he has made eight state
championship appearances.
Four of those appearances
resulted in victory. Over
his 26 years of coaching
experience, he has earned an
astonishing record of 477-165.
Mr. Mirabello is a member of
the New England Basketball
Hall of Fame as well. Some
of his personal coaching
accomplishments include
receiving the IAABO’s Walter
D. Ackerley Sportsmanship
Award 8 times and being
named the CT Coach of the
Year in 2002. He also was a
finalist for the National Coach
of the Year award in 2013.

Kimberly Spera

By Matt Marshall ‘14

Coach Mirabello claps for one
of his players during a game.
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Athlete of the Season:
Demitri Yao
By Molly McDonald ‘14
Senior Demitri Yao has
proved to be a formidable
force on the Northwest
Catholic Varsity Hockey
team. He has continually
displayed his strength on
the ice from game to game
this season to help establish
the team’s record of 10-9-2.
Beyond his regular season
success, Yao says the most
memorable moment in his
NWC career was scoring the
game-winning goal in the
semi-finals of his sophomore
year. “One word that could
sum up my NWC hockey
experience is memorable,”
he explained. “Through
my four years, the team has
achieved many records such
as making it to the finals and
having the most winning
record out of any NWC
team (16-4) my sophomore
year.” Yao cites his father
as being the most influential
person in his hockey career,
saying, “He has pushed me
through the ups and downs
of the sport and stuck by my
side the whole time.” When
asked about his favorite
part of hockey, he said that
he enjoyed the fact that it

is different from any other
sport, and the closeness of
the team. “Hockey has given
me more confidence and
helped me interact better with
people,” Yao explained when
asked how his NWC hockey
career has influenced him
as a person. Outside of the
regular hockey season, Yao
focuses on golf in the spring
and plays for CT Saints in
the fall, a team affiliated with
Northwest Catholic. In the
future, he hopes to play club
hockey at Providence College.
The Northwest Catholic
community congratulates
Demitri on all of his
accomplishments and wishes
him the best of luck in all of
his future hockey endeavors.

Boys’ Hockey Skates Into Success

By Matt Marshall ‘15

The Northwest Catholic
hockey team is prepared
to make an impact in their
first season as a Division I
team. They currently hold
a record of 6-5-2 in a fierce
division playing among some
of the biggest teams in the
state. The hockey team has
seen numerous changes in
divisions over the course
of only three years. They
began as a small Division
III team two years ago, with
their biggest success being
that they were runner-ups
in the state tournament.
Now, two years later, they
are in company with big
powerhouse teams such
as Glastonbury and Notre
Dame-Fairfield. They are
proving themselves a force to
be reckoned with. The team
is led this year by captains
Demitri Yao ‘14, John Arel ‘14,
Jesse McLain ’14, and Josh
Stumpf ‘15.
This year’s team is composed
of new additions that help
contribute to the team’s
success, which include
Tolland transfer Jesse McLain
and sophomore goalie Mike
Camasso ‘16. Camasso has
already had two shutouts in
his young career and provides
Northwest with a fearless
wall in goal, blocking the
strong shots of the opponents.
McLain has been able to score
on numerous occasions and
is the team’s leading goal

scorer. Right behind McLain is
Demitri Yao. Yao’s impressive
passing skills and the ability
he has to find the net have
proven him to be an all
around versatile player and
great asset to the team.
One game in particular
that has showed the team’s
resilience and effective
offensive lines was against
Farmington/Avon/Windsor
at home on January 8th. The
team won 6-0. McLain paced
the offense with four goals
and one assist along with
Arel who scored and had two
assists. Following these two
were Yao and Zeke Angelini
‘14, who each had 4 assists.
After this impressive win
came the game against rival
East Catholic on January 11th.
In the last two games that
these teams faced off in, both
resulted in overtime. During
the game, the crowd on both
sides was offering support for
each of the teams, as well as
giving NWC the push they
needed to tie the game. The
team came from behind with
goals by McLain, Stumpf ,
and Tyler Noll ‘15, forcing
them in overtime once again.
Two minutes into the second
overtime, East was able to
get a rebound and sneak it
past Camasso, giving East the
victory. Despite the loss, the
entire team played well and
Camasso was able to block
amazing shots. The game
would have been completely
different if he was not there to

stop them.
The team looks forward to
the upcoming challenges they
will face when they oppose
top Division I schools such as
Notre Dame and Glastonbury.
All of these schools will help
the team prepare for the
future and hopefully a postseason debut in the Division
I State Tournament. When
asked about the season, Yao
commented, “We hope to
prove ourselves and fight off
some of the bigger schools
in our schedule this year.
We have a great balance of
an aggressive front line and
defensive back line that will
be the key to our success
against tough competition.”
One of the great achievements
the coaching staff has seen
was the team’s win against
Division I school, Simsbury.
They won 3-1 with goals
scored by McLain with
two and a third scored by
Angelini. This victory marked
Coach Don Melanson’s
100th career victory.
Melanson has brought
the Northwest Catholic
Team a conference title, 4
quarterfinal appearances,
3 semifinal appearances
and a championship game
appearance as head coach.
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Girls’ Basketball Shoots to Score

The girls’ varsity basketball
team currently has a record of
5-3. Their motto this year is
to “raise the bar” and though
the team is small in number,
they are working together as a
unit. Captains Haley Connors
‘15, Mackenzie Collyer ‘15
and Natalie Lorenzo ‘15 lead
the team along with other
teammates Gigi Giannone
‘15, Maddie Borowiec ‘15,
and Mackenzie Tibball ’16
providing rebounds and
numbers up front. Sean
O’Brien is the new coach for
the Indians this year and was
previously one of the boy’s
assistant coaches. Despite the
team’s youth and losing a
strong senior class last year,
the girls continue to “raise the
bar” and prove themselves in
a competitive conference.
One of the highlights of the
season was their game against
West Hartford town rival
Hall on January 8. The girls
defeated Hall Warriors with
a score of 61-55. At halftime,
both teams were tied with
a score of 24-24. However,
during the third and fourth
quarter the girls stepped
up their defense leading

to crucial offensive plays,
finishing with a great win.
Connors and Lorenzo each
had 17 points, while Tibball
added 9 points. Lorenzo led
the defense with 11 rebounds
while Gigi Giannone ‘15
and Borowiec also each had
5 points and 4 steals. Two
days later the team won their
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By Olivia Fenton ‘15

Mackenzie Tibball ‘16 shoots a
foul shot.
third home game this season
against Conard by a score of
64-39. Playing well for the
Indians were Connors, who
scored twenty points, along
with Lorenzo and Tibball,
who each added 14 points.
When asked how they
think the season is going thus
far, Mackenzie Collyer said,

Swimmers Find Success

a great starting point for
the determined swimmers.
Captain Matt Masciocchi ’15
emphasizes the great promise
this years team holds, saying;
“We have a tough season
ahead of us, but we have
a strong team in which all
members are willing to put
in the work to improve upon
our record.”
The team’s meet
against Hartford
Public was a success.
Masciocchi ’15
dominated the 100
butterfly along with
Ethan Meskill ’16
in the 500 freestyle.
Also doing well and
qualifying for states
in the 500 freestyle
was Karas ’14. The
lone diver for the
Indians, Baker ’14,
Christian Smith ‘15 races in the breast
take home first place
stroke.
in the diving portion
year’s captains continue the
as well. The Indians defeated
promise for a strong end,
the Hartford Public Owls
with senior Phil Karas ’14
101-62. The small, but strong
setting the bar in the 50 meter team showed perseverance
freestyle, alongside junior
and determination while
Matt Masciocchi ’15, the
swimming.
team’s leading 100-meterAt this crucial point in the
butterfly competitor. Just one season, the Swim and Dive
pool away is third captain,
Team has a bustling schedule,
senior Kelsey Baker’14,
with enticing matchups
who represents Northwest
including competitions
Catholic as the only diver on
against East Catholic, Conard,
the combined team. These
and Plainville, all in the next
captains prove that with great two weeks. Surely, Northwest
leaders comes great success.
students should take the
The team starts off their
worthwhile trip to these next
season with a 2-1 record after
few meets and see firsthand
the first three meets, marking
how hard work pays off.
Art Rich Photography

By Carly Walsh ‘15
With the winter sports
season in high gear, you can
find the Northwest Catholic
Swim and Dive Team every
afternoon of the school week
at the Granby YMCA. They
spend hours repeating laps,
dives, and dry-day drills
to work towards finishing
the year on top. This

“All and all we look forward
to finishing the season
strongly and qualifying for
the state tournament.”
The team was featured in
the Hartford Courant’s Area
Top 10, which outlines the top
ten teams in the surrounding
towns. Haley Connors was
also featured in the Hartford
Courant as one of the week’s
Fabulous 15 because of her
tremendous play during
victories against Simsbury
and E.O. Smith. Earning
All-Conference Honors in
the CCC West division were
Natalie Lorenzo and Haley
Connors.
The team finished out
the season strongly with a
big win against conference
rival Newington. With this
performance the girls went
into the state tournament
seeded thirteenth. This
position earned them a home
game for the first round
against Branford. With a big
win the girls moved on to
play Ledyard in the second
round of the tournament.
They played fearlessly in
this game but lost in the end
with a final score of 62-51.
Congratulations to the entire
team for a fantastic season!
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Cheerleaders Pep up NWC
By Abigail Herron ’16

into shaping their team
so that they can achieve
success each season.Coach
Mischa Hadaway ‘03 has also
had a part in teaching the
cheerleaders new material
and guiding them to victory.
As a Northwest Catholic
alumna, Coach Hadaway
has gone through the same
experience as her team,
which helps in relating to the
cheerleaders.
Being a Northwest Catholic
cheerleader entails more
than just raising spirits. Hard
work, commitment, and
a positive attitude can be
found in any of the cheerers.
Jackson described what it is
like to be a NWC cheerleader.
“The thing I like most about
being a cheerleader is the
energy I get from the game.
When you’re at a football or
basketball game you can feel
the excitement and energy
from the team and crowd”,
she said. Whether the team is
cheering on the sidelines as
a basketball is rushed down
the court or practicing in
preparation for an upcoming
competition, the Northwest
Catholic cheerleaders are
positive and motivating for
the school community.

The Northwest Catholic
cheerleaders have been
the school’s supporting
spirit since the first day
of school. Regularly seen
at many athletic events,
the cheerleaders always
bring positive attitudes and
rallying cheers. This past
season, eighteen participants
were a part of the varsity
cheerleading team. As the fall
season ended, the upcoming
season looked promising.
The cheerleaders were a
team of unity and dedication
that was carried on into the
winter season. Together,
they excite the fan section
and encourage the students
to support their fellow
classmates. With daily
practices after school, the
cheerleaders are preparing
for upcoming competitions.
Leading team this season is
Shateria Jackson ‘14. Jackson
says of being a leader on
the team, “I’ve learned that
whatever attitude I show the
team they reflect. So I always
have a positive attitude and
show the underclassmen
how to act.” The captains
put much time and effort

Spectacular Season for Indoor Track

By Kathryn Doyle ‘15

Anthony Nwachukwu ’15,
Justin Drisdelle ’15 and Eagan
placed 5th, while the boys
4x400 of Brian Kozak ’14,
Christian Mackay-Morgan
’16, Justin Drisdelle ’15, and
Eagan ran a season best time
of 3:47:35, landing them a 5th
place finish.
The team continued to
show their strength and

The indoor track team has
continually shown themselves
as a force to be reckoned with
amongst their competitors.
With the addition of
promising new talent, the
team came back to the season
ready to challenge anyone
who was willing. Rose
O’Brien’14, Ana Colliton’14,
Melissa Nenninger’14, Owen
Eagan’14, Corey Jasper’14,
and Barre Mohamood’14 are
the backbone of the young
team and serve as captains.
Already the athletes have
competed in multiple meets,
including the Rhode Island
Classic in Providence, RI.
The girls’ team stepped up
to the plate and had very
impressive results. Senior
captain Rose O’Brien ran a
personal best time of 9.74
seconds in the 55m hurdles, Ana Colliton ‘14 races to the finish
placing 4th. Lauren Cenci ’15
of her relay.
also showcased her talent in
the 1000 meter run, which she versatility in all of the track
ran in 3:15:71, also placing
and field events at the SCC
4th, a personal best. The
invitational on January 11th.
girl’s 4x4 team, consisting of
In the field events Kelsey
Claire Hurtado ’16, O’Brien,
Geddes ’15 broke 14’ in the
Colliton, and Cenci, raced
long jump while Allie Kaehrle
to a sixth place finish and
’14 cleared 4’8” in the high
qualified for the State meet.
jump. The meet also included
On the boys’ team, there
PRs from Leon Babcock ’15
was also incredible talent
and Bailey in the shot put as
found in every aspect of
well. On the track side the
the meet. Marlon Bailey ’14
girls’ SMR team of Colliton
placed 6th in the long jump,
’14, Emily Kuczma ’14, Carly
adding crucial field points to
Walsh ’15, and Cenci ran
the Indians score. The boys
another state qualifying time
SMR of Corey Jasper ’14,
of 4:46, while Adam Vancisin
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Passages

’15 broke the five minute
mark in the 1600 with a time
of 4:56.68 and then came
back to run the 3200 right
afterwards. Captain Ana
Colliton stated, “Everyone
has been working so hard so
far this season and we have
been having a great season
because of that dedication.”
The Northwest Catholic
Track team ended their season
quite successfully. The team
had a great showing in their
State meet, and even had one
contender in the State Opens.
Northwest runners impressed
their opponents by scoring
high in their events. Rachael
Ogbonna ran an excellent
race, finishing 10th in the 55
meter dash. Lauren Cenci ran
a fast 1000 meter race, earning
her 6th place. Captain Rose
O’Brien earned 5th in the 55
meter hurdles, while Allie
Kaehrle earned 9th in the
High jump, clearing a seasonbest height of 4’10”. For the
boys, the talented 4x400 team
of Nick Ravosa, Brian Kozak,
Christian Mackay-Morgan
’16 and Owen Eagan won
their heat with a season-best
time of 3:40.75. They earned
6th place overall and are
currently the 2nd best 4x400
team in school history. Owen
Eagan also ran an impressive
600m race, taking home 6th
place and qualifying for the
State Open Championships.
At the State Open Owen
placed 13th overall in the final
standings.

